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Abstract — Arigatoni is a structured multi-layer overlay network 
that provides various services with variable guarantees, and 
promotes an intermittent participation in the overlay because 
peers can appear, disappear, and organize themselves dynami-
cally. Arigatoni provides a very powerful decentralized, asyn-
chronous, and scalable resource discovery mechanism within an 
overlay with a dynamic network topology. In the first version of 
Arigatoni, the network topology was tree- or forest-based. This 
paper makes a significant step by weaving the network topology 
with general dynamic graph properties. As an immediate conse-
quence, the Arigatoni protocols must be reconsidered in order to 
take into accounts routing loops when updating routing tables, for 
dealing with resource overbooking, and resource discovery loops. 
 
Index Terms — Overlay networks, resource discovery, virtual 
organizations, dynamic graphs, peer-to-peer, global computing, 
grid computing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE explosive growth of the Internet gives rise to the pos-
sibility of designing large overlay networks and virtual 

organizations consisting of Internet-connected global comput-
ers, able to provide a rich functionality of services that makes 
use of aggregated computational power, storage, information 
resources, etc. Arigatoni [1] is a structured multi-layer overlay 
network which provides resource discovery with variable 
guarantees in a virtual organization where peers can appear, 
disappear and organize themselves dynamically. In a nutshell, 
the main units in Arigatoni are:  
• A Global Computer Unit, GC, i.e. the basic peer of the 

global computing paradigm; it is typically a small device, 
like a PDA, a laptop, or a PC, connected through IP in 
various ways (wired, wireless, etc.).  

• A Global Broker Unit, GB, i.e. the basic unit devoted to 
subscribe and unsubscribe GCs, to receive service queries 
from GC-clients, to contact potential GC-servers, to nego-
tiate with them services, to authenticate clients and serv-
ers, and to send all the information necessary to allow the 
client and the servers to communicate. Every GB controls 
a colony of collaborating GCs. Hence, communication in-
tra-colony is initiated via only one GB, while communica-
tion inter-colonies is initiated through a chain of GB-2-
GB message exchanges whose security is guaranteed via 
PKI mechanisms. In both cases, when a client GC re-
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ceives an acknowledgment of a service request from the 
direct leader GB, then the GC is served directly by the 
server(s) GC, i.e. without a further mediation of the GB, 
in a pure peer-to-peer fashion. Registrations and requests 
are performed via a simple query language à la SQL and 
a simple orchestration language à la LINDA or BPEL.  

• A Global Router Unit, GR, i.e. the basic unit devoted to 
send and receive packets, using the Arigatoni resource 
discovery protocol [2,3], and to forward the “payload” to 
the units which are connected with this router. The con-
nection GB-GR-GC is ensured via a suitable API.  

• A Colony is a simple virtual organization composed of 
exactly one leader GB and a set (possibly empty) of indi-
viduals. Individuals are GCs, or sub-colonies. The two 
main characteristics of a colony are:  
1. a colony has exactly one leader GB and at least one 

individual (the GB itself); 
2. a colony contains individuals (GC’s, or other sub-

colonies).    
The main challenges in Arigatoni lie in the management of 

an overlay network with a dynamic topology, the routing of 
queries, and the discovery of resources in the overlay. In par-
ticular, resource discovery is a non-trivial problem for large 
distributed systems featuring a discontinuous amount of re-
sources offered by global computers and an intermittent par-
ticipation in the overlay.  

Thus, Arigatoni features two protocols: the virtual intermit-
tent protocols (VIP), and the resource discovery protocol 
(RDP). The VIP protocol deals with the dynamic topology of 
the overlay, by allowing individuals to login/logout to/from a 
colony. This implies that the routing process may lead to fail-
ures, because some individuals have logged out, or are tempo-
rarily unavailable, or because they have been logged out by 
the broker, because of their poor performance or greediness. 

The total decoupling between GCs in space (GCs do not 
know each other), time (GCs do not participate in the interac-
tion at the same time), and synchronization (GCs can issue 
service requests and do something else, or may be doing 
something else when asked for services) is a major feature of 
the Arigatoni overlay network. Another important property is 
the encapsulation of resources in colonies. Those properties 
play a major role in the scalability of Arigatoni’s RDP.  
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II. RESOURCE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL V4 
In what follows, and according to [1], MyCard, CardB, 
CardC, and CardS, are the identification triples 
(IP,PORT,PKI) of the current unit/broker/client/server, res-
pectively. Let rid be, for each kind of messages, its unique 
request identifier.  
 

A. Main loop for global computer 
The pseudocode is shown in Figure 1. A synthetic expla-

nation follows: 
• MetaData=Listen(): wait for a RDP-packet from one of 
its direct global broker (a global computer can log to many 
brokers). 

• SREQ(rid,[Si]i=1..n) from CardB: a service request, 
identified by its unique request identifier rid, comes from the 
direct broker CardB. 
• loop(rid,ReqList): loop detection in case a cycle in 
the registration list is detected: an SRESP(MyCard,REJ) 
with rid to CardB  is sent back to the broker.  
• [Si]

i=1..k = match([Si]
i=1..n,Me.Services): the re-

quested services are a (possibly empty) subset of the list of 
services (k≤n) declared by the global computer itself: a 
SRESP(rid,MyCard,[Si]

i=1..k) to CardB is sent back to 
the broker. 
• SRESP(rid,X,Y) from CardB: Y can be REJ or a list of 
services provided by a list X of servers.  Eventually, the peer-
to-peer negotiation can start. 

B. Main loop for global broker 
The pseudocode is shown in Figure 2. A synthetic explana-

tion follows (the pseudocode in common with the one of Fig-
ure 1 is not commented): 
• SREQ(rid,[Si]i=1..n) from CardC: a service request 
identified by its unique request identifier rid comes from a 
client CardC. The client can be either a global computer or a 
global broker. 
• ReqList ←(rid,(CardC,[Si]

i=1..n)): the associative 
list ReqList is updated with the binding of the request iden-
tified rid  with the pair (client, list of services), denoted by 
(CardC,[Si]

i=1..n)). 
• ([Si]i=1..k,CardSi

i=1..k)=match([Si]
i=1..n,RouteTabl

e): the requested services are filtered against the routing table 
RouteTable, owned by the global broker. The result of this 
matching operation is a (possibly empty) subset of the list of 
services [Si]

i=1..k (k≤n), declared in the routing table 
RouteTable, with their corresponding list of servers 
CardSi

i=1..k. 
• SREQ(rid,[Si]i=1..n) to CardB: delegate the same re-
quest to one or of all the direct superbrokers (CardB) in case 
the result of filtering the routing table is empty. 
• SRESP(rid,CardSii=1..k,[Si]

i=1..k)to CardC: respond 
to the client CardC that a list of servers CardSii=1..k accepted 
to serve [Si]

i=1..k. 
• SRESP(rid,X,Y) from CardS:  when a service re-
sponse arrives from CardS (GC or GB), the response is 
“routed back” (SRESP(rid,X,Y) to Card) by recovering 
the sender Card, using the associative list ReqList. 

III. VIRTUAL INTERMITTENT PROTOCOL V2 
This section presents the various kinds of possible topolo-

gies induces by service registrations in the Virtual Intermittent 
Protocol V2, and shows the pseudocode of the main loop for 
the global broker. 

A. Monolog  
Suppose a GC registers to one GB 

and declares its availability to offer 
one “unit” of a service S.  This is the 
most common form of registration 
where every GC registers to only one 
GB. The resource tables are updated 
in the GB that receives the registra-
tion. Every service request for S, re-
ceived by the GB, will be forwarded 
directly to the GC.   

B. Dialog 
Suppose a GC registers to two GBs, by declaring the same 

resource S twice:  this situation can happen very frequently 
and has the drawback that the resource S offered by the GC is 
counted twice (a sort of resource overbooking). This pheno-

While true do 
MetaData = Listen() 
case MetaData.OPE is 
 SREQ(rid,[Si]

i=1..n) from CardC 
  if loop(rid,ReqList) 
  then SRESP(rid,MyCard,REJ) to CardC 
  else ReqList ←(rid,(CardC,[Si]

i=1..n)) 
       ([Si]

i=1..k,CardSi
i=1..k)= 

                 match([Si]
i=1..n,RouteTable) 

       if empty([Si]
i=1..k )  

       then SREQ(rid,[Si]
i=1..n) to CardB 

       else  
       SRESP(rid,CardSi

i=1..k,[Si]
i=1..k) to CardC 

 SRESP(rid,X,Y) from CardS 
  (Card,_) = ReqList(rid) 
  SRESP(rid,X,Y) to Card  
Endcase 
 
Fig. 2.  RDP V4: Main loop for global broker 

While true do 
MetaData = Listen() 
case MetaData.OPE is 
 SREQ(rid,[Si]

i=1..n) from CardB 
  if loop(rid,ReqList) 
  then SRESP(rid,MyCard,REJ) to CardB 
  else [Si]

i=1..k  = match([Si]
i=1..n,Services) 

      SRESP(rid,MyCard,[Si]
i=1..k) to CardB 

 SRESP(rid,X,Y) from CardB 
  case Y of 
   REJ: no P2P action possible 
      _: start a P2P action with X offering Y 
  endcase 
endcase 
 
Fig. 1.  RDP V4: Main loop for global computer 
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menon is well known in the telecommunications industry, 
such as in the “frame relay” world. 

Overbooking in telecommu-
nications means that a telephone 
company has sold access to too 
many customers which basically 
flood the telephone company li-
nes, resulting in an inability for 
some customers to use what they 
purchased. Other examples of 
overbooking can be found in the 
domain of transportations and 
hotel reservations (sources from 
Wikipedia). 

 

C. Pyramid 
The pyramid topology is a dia-

log topology plus a service regis-
tration of one of the two GBs 
that registers to the other GB. As 
for the dialog topology, an over-
booking of resource S is gener-
ated.  

 
D. Diamond 
The diamond topology is es-

sentially a dialog topology plus 
two service registrations of bro-
kers GB2 and GB3 to GB4. This 
topology is quite similar to the 
one we can found in object-
oriented languages with multiple 
inheritance. Also this topology 
has an overbooking phenome-
non, since GB4 has the unique 
resource S provided by GC in 
two items. While this topology 
presents the same overbooking 
problems as the previous one, it 
is quite important because it 
shows the “minimum number” of 
GBs to set up the, so called, 
loops in routing tables update, 
obtained when a tree becomes a 
graph because of a cycle in a 
broker service registration.   

 
 

E. Cycle-diamond 
A cycle-diamond is a dia-

mond topology plus an at-
tempt of a service registra-
tion by broker GB4 to the 
GB1’s colony. As it is clearly 
shown in the picture on the 
right, this registration will 
generate a cycle in the GBs 
graph. Hence his graph is 
quite dangerous, and must be 
detected as soon as possible.  
The problem lies in updating 
the routing tables; accepting 
the registration of GB4 to GB1 
colony will produce, via a 
simple service update, an in-
finite multiplication of the u-
nique resource S, as the table 
can show. Since the routing 
tables in GBs only contain 
the local information of the 
direct colony members, cy-
cles cannot be detected unless 

 

 
we put the global informations of all the members in all GBs. 
Unfortunately, this solution will cause the explosion of the GB 
routing tables, it breaks the encapsulation and the locality of 
the Arigatoni model, and makes the whole routing system un-
tractable and not scalable. As such, we must either reject this 
registration, or at least conditionally accept it under condition 
of verifying, in a short time, that a loop is not created. Loop 
detection over dynamic registration will be the subject of the 
next section. 

F. Loop detection 
We propose a simple mechanism that allows to discover 

registration loops in presence of “non selfish” GBs and at the 
cost of a “fake” service update. The cost of this and of other 
possible solutions are discussed at the end of this subsection. 
In a nutshell, when GB4 tries to log to GB1, as depicted in the 
previous figure, we do as follows: 

1. Accept a conditional registration of GB4 to GB1: the 
routing tables of GB1 and of all its “Super-brokers” 
are not service updated; 

2. Create a “fake-unique” resource S = gen(GB4,GB1), 
where gen is an keygen-like function depending on 
the two GBs involved in this registration; 

3. Perform service updates in the routing tables with S; 
4. Wait for a fixed time T; 
5. If the fake S comes back as routing table update, then 

the registration is withdrawn, else the registration be-
comes permanent. 

The process can be represented by the following figures. 
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Figure on the right shows the 
attempt of GB4 to login to GB1. 
Since neither GB1 nor GB4 
know each other (the respective 
routing tables register only nei-
ghbors of distance 1 in the bro-
ker’s graph), the cycle can be 
detected only dynamically, us-
ing the feature of the VIP pro-
tocol that updates their respec-
tive routing tables, according to 
new registrations.   
As said before, when a conditional registration is accepted, it 
does not imply an immediate update of the routing tables. A 
“fake” unique resource is created. The next figure on the left 
shows the propagation, via successives VIP service updates, of 
the fake resource S in the overlay, until an update of the fake S 
comes back to GB1.  The cardinality of the units of the fake S 
(2) indicates the number of detected cycles, as shown in the 
same figure on the right. At this point, the two cycles are dy-
namically detected, the conditional registration is canceled, 
and either the fake resource S is canceled (via a VIP service 
update), or it is left in the routing tables and later “auto-can-
celed”, using a sort of “resource garbage collection”.  

  

G. Main loop for Global Broker 
Figure 3 shows the main loop for the VIP V2 protocol. A syn-
thetic explanation follows: 
• SREG(LOGIN,[Si]i=1..n) from Card: a service  registra-
tion login comes from the individual Card offering [Si]

i=1..n 
resources.  
• fakeS = gen(MyCard,Card): a fake unique resource is 
created. 
• SUPD([fakeS]) to CardB:  a service update propagat-
ing the fake resource is sent to all direct superbrokers.  
• for i=0 to T do MetaData = Listen(): the broker 
listen for T units of time.  
• If then else: if, during this time T, the broker receives a 
service update (SUPD([fakeS]) from CardS) for the fake 
resource (fakeS), then the registration is rejected 
(SREG(REJ) to Card), otherwise the registration is accepted 
(SREG(ACC) to Card), and the routing tables are updated 
(RouteTable ←(Card,[Si]

i=1..n)) and propagated to the 

direct superbrokers (SUPD([Si]
i=1..n) to CardB), accord-

ingly. 
• SREG(LOGOUT) from Card: a service registration logout 
is acknowledged only if the individual Card has no pending 
queries in RDP (some(Card,ReqList)), otherwise the indi-
vidual is “kindly” requested to stay in the colony.  
SUPD([Si]

i=1..n) from CardS:   for each service update, 
the broker’s routing table is updated (RouteTable 
←(CardS,[Si]

i=1..n)).  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Until now the original network topology was tree or forest-
based. The idea of turning the topology into graphs is a small 
step for an overlay network but a momentous step for a net-
work computer based on the Arigatoni programmable overlay 
network. As an immediate consequence, all Arigatoni’s proto-
cols must be reconsidered in order to take into accounts loops 
when updating routing tables, resource’s overbooking, loops 
during resource discovery; this is the most important contribu-
tion of the paper.  
Since the complexity of the RDP V4 protocol remains the 
same w.r.t. the version V3 [2,3,4] (basically the only differ-
ence is a test to check service request loops via the unique 
service registration identifier), and since complexity of the 
VIP V2 protocol is increased of a fixed time factor T (needed 
to “flood” the fake VIP service update in routing tables) this 
paper does not need ad hoc simulation experiences, and the 
reader can refers to [2,3,4,5] for the simulation results we con-
ducted in both protocols.    
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